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Merry Surveyors’ Day!



Leading Surveyors Association

• 37 Member countries

• + 3 Observing members

• 28 EU Members States

• >> 100.000 Surveyors

• Requires close cooperation

– FIG, YSEN, …

– EuroGeographics, PCC

– European Bodies

– National Associations



The surveyor in Todays’ world



The surveyor in Todays’ world



Role of surveyor in implementing a Sustainable

Fit for Purpose land administration



Paris Round Table

?
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Paris Round Table



Is There A Need for Reviewing Surveying 

Standards?

• Brief introduction – James Kavanagh

• The role of surveying/geospatial standards

• Technical standards versus professional best practice standards

• Translating Global/Regional/national standards for use by surveyors

• International standards as a platform for professionalism

• ‘Soft’ standards – ethics, legal, policy



Hierarchy of geospatial standards

• TC211

• Publicly available standards - PAS

• Best practice standards/guidance

• Open standards – BuildingSmart

• Regional initiatives - InSpire



rics.org/standards

International standards – working together



Professional ethics and a code of conduct

• Ethics are important ! ?

• Ethics change (in time and space)

• Professional Ethics

– The European Example

– Worldwide initiatives







Services Directive 2006



CLGE Code of Conduct 

• Preparations 2007 – 2009

– Expertise of Dr. Frances Plimmer from FIG

– Inspiration Common Values Ceplis

• Signed on 10 September 2009 in Rome

• Series for acknowledgements, approvals 

or ratifications by our members

• Published in the DB of code of conduct 

by the EESC



Solemn Signing in Rome





Link EESC, Document

http://old.eesc.europa.eu/?i=portal.en.smo-database&fiche=163
http://old.eesc.europa.eu/resources/docs/137-private-act.pdf


Content

• General Principles

• Relationship with clients

• Relationship amongst surveyors

• Professional education and development

• Monitoring / implementation of the code

• Accessibility



https://ies-coalition.org/standards/

https://ies-coalition.org/standards/




New Ways for Training of Surveyors

• Modernisation of education and training systems is important to 

make sure these meet the needs of a changing labour market.

• Proportion of jobs requiring high skills grows, and the demand 

for innovation and entrepreneurship increases.

• SHOULD SURVEYORS EDUCATION BECOME MORE 

INTERDISCIPLINARY?

http://ec.europa.eu/education/policy/strategic-framework/education-technology_en
http://ec.europa.eu/education/policy/strategic-framework/skills-development_en
http://ec.europa.eu/education/policy/strategic-framework/entrepreneurship_en


• In Europe Bologna system has replaced the old university studies with

a lot of optional matters. The path to the profession of surveyor

become unclear.

• What should the proportions of general and specialist technological

knowledge be in surveyors training?

• Students who choose to be engineers spend five years with other

engineering students rather than interacting with the students from 

other disciplines who will be essential to solving societal problems

• But could we be good expert and engineers without knowledge about 

economics, management, etics, ecolology …?

• What should the proportions of technological and nontechnological 

knowledge be (including economics, management, ethics, 

humanitarianism) for a modern surveyor?



• In the future, engineers/surveyors will learn less from books and 

lectures and more from other kinds of forums, including the Internet

• Online information is not always accurate, and not so good in teaching 

to be critical thinkers

• Online courses could break down the current pricing structure of 

eudcation and radically enhance the internationalization of education.

• Scaling up online education – Massive online open courses. MOOCs 

are in their earliest stages, but they have the potential to create 

massive disruptions and improvements - especially in  higher 

education

• Can online education e.g. massive online open courses ensure right 

level of knowledge for surveyors through CPD



• Collaborations with industry in education – both ways

• What industry needs?

• Technically competence is not enough

• The ability to communicate, interact with others, be on a team, share 

thoughts and ideas, have great discussions is  important. 

• Are we now producing modern and quality surveyors?
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Changing world



Changing world



The surveyor yesterday and 

today

• The technology 

and the society 

make us evolve

The pressure of 

technological 

development is 

driving social change



The surveyor tomorrow?



The (r)evolution of data

• Linked data

• Internet of things

• Open data

• Big Data

• Data mining



The (r)evolution of ID

• Is it really 

the future?



The (r)evolution of mapping

• Towards a new  

dynamic 

dimension of 

the maps

• Virtual reality

The parcel as the 

nucleus of every real 

representation



The (r)evolution of 

communication

• Towards a 

new mobility…

Could we live 

without our 

smartphone ?



The (r)evolution of cadastre

• Augmented 

reality

Apps will be the  basis of all 

land  representations,  

including those  in the 

cadastre



The (r)evolution of cadastre

• Vers un changement du 
contexte légal…

Numerous political 

decisions depend on 

official data



The (r)evolution of citizen

• The 

augmented 

citizen…

Citizens as the  

nation’s number one 

surveyors !



The (r)evolution of citizen

• Crowdsourcing

The legitimate often prevails 

over the legal

The territory is the map



Where are we going?

• Crowdsourcing…where 

are the limits?

• Can new technologies 

like blockchains replace 

the legal system?

• Will the cadaster be 

always in the center of 

the GI?


